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TERRY, PAUL H. (1887-1971)

Correspondence removed from the Edison Collection Script file under the title FARMER AL FALFA’S WAYWARD PUP. (See Edison Script Collection for script material relating to this film.)

This correspondence relates to the sale of the negative and rights to the film FARMER AL FALFA’S WAYWARD PUP and to Terry’s efforts to establish an ongoing relationship with Thomas A. Edison Incorporated.

This correspondence makes reference to the Terry films NOAH’S ARK and LAZY LUKE; to Conquest Pictures and to W.W. Hodkinson Forum Films Inc.

The Paul H. Terry letters are the signed originals and the L.W. McChesney letters are carbon copies.

8 March 1917  L.W. McChesney (Thomas A. Edison Incorporated) to Mr. John C. Terry. 2p.

10 March 1917  Paul H. Terry to L.W. McChesney. 1p.

15 March 1917  L.W. McChesney to Paul H. Terry. 1p.

17 March 1917  Paul H. Terry to L.M[sic]. McChesney. 1p.

LOCATION:  FSC Box VV #2179

R. Magliozi/FSC
9 October 1992
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKETCHBOOK NUMBER</th>
<th>TITLE, DATE AND CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1                 | SPANISH ONIONS - music and sketches  
                     Chief Characters: mice, cats and bulls |
| 2                 | PRETZELS - music, sketches and spread sheet begun 11/7/29  
                     finished 12/3/29  
                     Chief Characters: mice and cats |
| 3                 | missing |
| 4                 | 4 - music, sketches and spread sheet. Musical composition entitled "Hot Turkey"; begun 12/26/29 finished 1/10/30  
                     Chief Characters: mice and cats |
| 5                 | INDIAN PUDDING - music, sketches and spread sheet; begun  
                     1/10/30 finished 1/28/30.  
                     Chief Characters: mice, cats and dogs |
| 6                 | Unnamed Episode - music, sketches and spread sheet.  
                     Musical composition entitled "Spaghetti"; begun 1/28/30  
                     finished 2/14/30.  
                     Chief Characters: cats, dogs and mice |
| 7                 | HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLES - music, sketches and spread sheet;  
                     musical composition entitled "Hawaiian Pineapples"; begun  
                     2/14/30 finished ?  
                     Chief Characters: ducks, cats and mice |
| 8                 | SWISS CHEESE - music, sketches and spread sheet; musical composition entitled "Swiss"; undated  
                     Chief Characters: cats, dogs, mice, human pretzels |
| 9                 | CODFISH BALLS - music, sketches and spread sheet; undated  
                     Chief Characters: cats, mice, dogs |
| 10                | HUNGARIAN Goulash - music, sketches and spread sheet;  
                     undated  
                     Chief Characters: cats, parrots, mice |
| 11                | BULLY BEEF - music, sketches and spread sheet; undated  
                     Chief Characters: mice |
| 12                | KANGAROO STEAK - music, sketches and spread sheet; undated  
                     Chief Characters: mice and kangaroos |
| 13                | MONKEY MEAT - music, sketches and spread sheet; dated  
                     5/12/30  
                     Chief Characters: monkeys, elephants |
14 CHOP SUEY - music, sketches and spread sheet; undated
Chief Characters: mice, cats

15 FRENCH FRIED - music, sketches and spread sheet; dated June 5, 1930
Chief Characters: cats, older men, young women

16 DUTCH TREAT - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded June 19, 1930
Chief Characters: dog, flies, ducks

17 IRISH STEW - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded July, 1930
Chief Characters: horses and men

18 FRIED CHICKEN - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 7/18/30
Chief Characters: mice, chicken, flowers

19 HOT TAMALEs - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 8/4/30
Chief Characters: birds

20 SCOTCH HIGHLAND - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 8/15/30
Chief Characters: elephant, horses, cats

21 SALT WATER TAFFY - music, sketches and spread sheet; undated
Chief Characters: mice, hippos, cats

22 GOLF NUTS - music, sketches and spread sheet; undated
Chief Characters: mice, cats

23 COLLEGE CAPERS - music, sketches and spread sheet; undated;
two musical compositions entitled "Waiting for the Boy Friend" and "Spirit of '76 Marching Left"
Chief Characters: cats, mice, hippos, monkeys

24 POP CORN - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 10/11/30
Chief Characters: chicken, hippo, cats

25 CLUB SANDWICH - music, sketches and spread sheet; untitled music dated 10/24/30
Chief Characters: cats, mice

26 RAZZBERRIES - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 11/10/30
Chief Characters: mice, monkeys and lions

27 GO WEST YOUNG MAN - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 11/26/30
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKETCHBOOK NUMBER</th>
<th>TITLE, DATE AND CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 28                | QUACK, QUACK - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 12/10/30  
                   | Chief Characters: old men, ducks, marching teeth |
| 29                | THE EXPLORER - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 12/24/30  
                   | Chief Characters: bear, cats, old men |
| 30                | CLOWNING - music, sketches and spread sheet; recorded 1/13/31  
                   | Chief Characters: dogs, cats, clowns, mice, elephants |
| 31                | SING SING SONG - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 1/27/31  
                   | Chief Characters: cats, mice |
| 32                | THE FIREMAN'S BRIDE - music, sketches and spread sheet; untitled music sheet says recorded 2/10/31  
                   | Chief Characters: horses, cats, mice |
| 33                | THE SULTAN'S CAT - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 2/25/31  
                   | Chief Characters: cats, hippos |
| 34                | A DAY TO LIVE - music, sketches and spread sheet; untitled music recorded 3/6/31  
                   | Chief Characters: cats, mice, horses, people |
| 35                | 2000 B.C. - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 3/21/31  
                   | Chief Characters: cats, hippos, elephants |
| 36                | BLUES - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 4/4/31  
                   | Chief Characters: monkeys, frogs, animated flowers |
| 37                | BY THE SEA - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 4/18/31  
                   | Chief Characters: mice, cats |
| 38                | HER FIRST EGG - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 5/1/31  
                   | Chief Character: vultures, cats, rooster |
| 39                | JAZZ MAD - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 5/20/31  
                   | Chief Characters: dogs, turtles, parrot |
| 40                | CANADIAN CAPERS - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 6/7/31  
<pre><code>               | Chief Characters: moose, caterpillar, people, owls, various forest animals |
</code></pre>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SKETCHBOOK NUMBER</th>
<th>TITLE, DATE AND CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 41                | JESSE & JAMES - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 6/14/31  
Chief Characters: cats, mice |
| 42                | THE CHAMP - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 6/26/31  
Chief Characters: cats, mice |
| 43                | AROUND THE WORLD - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 7/10/31  
Chief Characters: cats, mice |
| 44                | JINGLE BELLS - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 7/__/31  
Chief Characters: cats, mice |
| 45                | THE SPIDER - music, sketches and spread sheet; undated  
Chief Characters: spider, monkey, insects |
| 46                | CHINA - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 8/20/31  
Chief Characters: oriental looking cats, mice and dogs |
| 47                | THE LORELEI - music, sketches and spread sheet; music recorded 9/3/31  
Chief Characters: cats, mice, a wizard |